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Summary

The change and loss of biodiversity are understood as one of the most critical and challenging facets of the currently observed unprecedented anthropogenic change of global ecosystems. In the context of the traditional view shaped by a culture-nature dualism, it is apparent that the most underlying cause of the conservation problems is a phenomenon of the evolution of life on Earth: the origin and expansion of the primate species *Homo sapiens*. It was one of the first and few species to dynamically change the dimensions of its ecological niche. *Homo sapiens* managed to control and change...
virtually all types of ecosystems of the world, at an accelerating rate and with increasing effectiveness. The direct consequence was that humans started to be harmful to species not exploited as resources. Among the evolutionary insights is that human action and planning is calibrated to a restricted and easily understandable meso-cosmos evolved as an answer to man’s living conditions in the Pleistocene, while the technology allows and achieves development of inestimable large-scale impacts.

Humans are evolutionarily programmed to maximize resource use and individual or horde gains, not to live in an ecologically sustainable way. Thus, conservation can be seen as an attempt at ecological civilizing—heading for a conscious cultural evolution. This chapter describes the origins of conservation, and its changes of motivation and focus. Finally, the recent development of concepts and terms, such as biodiversity, helps overcoming the old man-nature antagonism.

However, as it is becoming ever clearer that the idealized harmony of nature and nature without human impacts do not exist, it is no longer possible to orientate conservation to negative characteristics such as the elimination of human activities. Rather, conservation has to be defined as a cultural concept orientated to the nature and needs of biodiversity, including humans. It is guessed that about 99% of all species that ever lived are extinct today. Several mass extinctions can be distinguished during the evolutionary past. The recent, sixth extinction is caused by spreading humankind. Although it is impossible to provide numbers of species losses, while the total number of existing taxa is unknown, the rate of habitat conversion and loss alone, is unprecedented and an enormous and very rapid loss of biodiversity can be observed.

Ecosystem conversion must not necessarily lead to species loss. Instead, some species benefit from human impacts on their habitat. Thus, human impacts on biodiversity must be analyzed carefully. However, the ongoing ecosystem conversion is a major concern of everyone who is aware of the immeasurable goods and services provided by intact ecosystems. Important examples of stresses to biodiversity and their sources are discussed. Among the most relevant future conservation problems, the accelerated and anthropogenic global climate change is identified. Halting biodiversity loss is among the formally accepted goals of international policy.

Current trends in conservation planning and action are explained. The question of identifying conservation targets and visions is discussed, stressing the importance of considering biological and ecological processes. In conservation science the question of what to conserve has been very important. However, increasingly, conservationists feel the need to get a better idea of how to conserve. It is claimed that conservation should become more strategic and effective. An important recent trend is the development of an increasingly holistic perspective in conservation planning, taking into account larger dimensions of space and time.

In the framework of different macro-ecological approaches, such as ecosystem management, bioregional or ecoregional management, the conservation objectives are more integral and more ambitious than they used to be in classical conservation visions that focused merely on representation of current patterns of biodiversity at rather small sites. It is of special importance to conserve and enhance biodiversity’s adaptability to
the impacts of global change processes. Among the important management trends is involving people much more actively in conservation planning and action. A facet of this trend is the increasing role of indigenous peoples and local communities in the management of protected areas, with sharing of decision-making power. The biggest challenge for conservationists is to forge synergy between conservation, maintenance of life support systems and sustainable development.

Conservation of biodiversity as systematic science and action is a very young discipline. Nevertheless, the abundance and diversity of treatments, text books, journal articles and internet resources on this topic is overwhelming and virtually unmanageable. Even in the context of other EOLSS material, biodiversity conservation problems and solutions have already been considered (e.g. Gherardi et al. 2004).

Increasingly, change and loss of biodiversity are understood as one of the most critical and challenging facets of the currently observed unprecedented anthropogenic change of global ecosystems. Consequently, many actors and scientists from different continents, cultures and disciplines try to describe, analyse, understand, and abate the problems. The present contribution is a rather brief and summarizing review focussing on frequently neglected aspects of the evolution of biodiversity loss and the culture of the conservation movement.

The understanding of conservation problems and solutions as an evolutionary and cultural issue is significant for the further development of conservation concepts and action. Additionally, some of the latest trends and challenges of biodiversity conservation are described.

1. Culture vs. nature? Biodiversity loss and conservation as facets of human culture and evolution

1.3. Humans as drivers of biodiversity loss—evolutionary roots of conservation problems

Sometimes, in the context of the traditional view shaped by a culture-nature dualism, it is overlooked that the ultimate underlying cause of the conservation problem is a phenomenon of the evolution of life on Earth: the origin and expansion of the primate species *Homo sapiens*. Many conservationists follow a simplified approach that nature is good, and humans are not part of and are generally bad for nature.

Consequently, any biodiversity conservation vision should aim to eliminate the presence and impacts of humans in ‘natural’ ecosystems. Recognising that this is absolutely impossible, it is challenging to reflect that *Homo sapiens* evolved normally, as all the other species did, under specific historical and environmental conditions.

Today it is practically clear that the human species is an African primate that evolved as an omnivore of open, more or less semi-arid vegetation formations. Although it is so basic for understanding our own species and managing the world’s conservation problems, many people do not acknowledge that it was in this environment where we acquired our ‘human’ characters by the means of natural selection. The anatomically
modern humans appeared about 100 000 years ago, having evolved as a member of the hominid family. This family, about 5-7 million years ago, diverged from the lineage leading to the chimpanzees. The predecessors of the genus Homo are believed to be species of the genus Australopithecus; there is a probable direct line from Australopithecus anamensis and A. afaraensis to Homo habilis, H. erectus and finally, about 400 000 years BP to H. sapiens. H. erectus and H. sapiens, originally occupied a similar ecological niche. Their evolution was favoured by environmental changes such as a drying climate, the opening of the vegetation in Eastern Africa and the evolution of megaherbivore-rich savannas.

Organized as a social organism, the modern Homo species managed to exploit new (meat) food resources shifting to the niche of a hunter of megaherbivores. While more and more breaking into the guild of the carnivores, natural selection forced humans to compensate for lack of weapons and strength by improved communication in the hunting group, the use of technology, and, especially, the controlled application of fire. The use of fire by prehistoric humans, first for purposes such as staying warm, fending off predators, and cooking meat, developed into a history of efficient anthropogenic ecosystem conversion (Williams 2002). This might have happened much earlier than was believed for a long time, in the epoch of Homo erectus, about 750,000 years ago.

Probably for more than 90% of the species’ life time, Homo sapiens lived as a hunter and gatherer. Thus, the human characters evolved and became stabilized in this ecological niche, e.g. physical endurance and related characters such as loss of fur and sweating, taste and diet preferences, the senses and their limitations. This was the time when humans developed the ability to think and plan, in the context of a meso-cosmos of limited dimensions. Natural selection favoured any ability that permitted optimization of the resource use of the group or horde.

There was no need to develop capabilities to feel or foresee long-term or long-distance consequences of their actions. The efficiency of the human resource-use system probably in very early times led to local extinction of food resources. Today it is supposed that Homo sapiens contributed to the pleistocene extinction of many megaherbivores on all continents, possibly due to overhunting and habitat changes by burning for hunting purposes (Williams 2002).

The problem of local food scarcity was avoided by the excellent migration capacities, possibly related to the acquired technological skills (especially fire management). These skills were well developed even in the times of Homo erectus which spread from Africa to Europe and Asia. The mechanism of emigration in order to avoid food scarcity has been an important theme of human history until modern times, finally coming to an end in most continents because most productive ecosystems of the world are populated and utilised. We can, however, still observe population shifts, e.g. from the degraded semi-arid tropical Andes towards the humid foothills of the Amazon.

In the early history, when migrating to other ecosystems, even beyond the tropical latitudes, Homo sapiens, as one of the first and few species, started to dynamically change the dimensions of its ecological niche. That was something innovative in the course of biological evolution. Other species before Homo sapiens had become
changers of the structure of the ecosystems they were inhabiting, such as elephants destroying trees and keeping open savannah ecosystems, or competitive trees shading out other species. But those ecosystem converters and changers used to stay, for a rather long time, within a certain geographical and ecological range. *Homo sapiens* managed to control and change virtually all of the Earth’s ecosystems, at an accelerating rate and with increasing effectiveness.

A new stage was reached when agriculture was invented. This meant that humans no longer concentrated on the use of wild resources naturally distributed on Earth, and this led to more or less important changes in the ecosystems through reducing the abundance of populations of selected species. With agriculture, humans started to design new ecosystems according to their own needs, leading to a complete change of the ecological niche of the species (Eldredge 2001).

Obviously, humans are not the only ecosystem engineers who change the environment in order to establish adequate habitat conditions; another example is the beaver. However, in the history of evolution the dimensions of intentional ecosystem change implemented by a species, and the subsequent significant and very rapid switch-over of the ecological niche, is unique.

The direct consequence was that humans started to be harmful to species traditionally not exploited as resources. Those species belong to two groups: the organisms that cannot coexist with agroecosystems and others that can but which are combated by the farmers (so-called pests—species that destroy cultivated plants or harm domesticated animals). The most important conservation fact related to the invention of agriculture was that humans and their ‘domesticated ecosystems’ started to compete for space with ‘natural’ or ‘wild’ ecosystems.

Today, the need for agricultural land for a permanently growing human population is the main and ever-increasing reason why man is changing the face of Earth. The expansion of the agricultural frontier is the principal driver of loss of biodiversity and its functions, especially in the most biodiversity-rich regions of the world.

Increasingly, it is claimed that conservation biology should develop a more evolutionary perspective considering that ecological and evolutionary processes are closely related, and that evolutionary responses to anthropogenic environmental change can be very fast and pronounced. A consequent evolutionary conservation approach will take into account the analysis of human evolution. This is important in order to understand, among others, the potential to combat the conservation problems and halt the biodiversity loss. It is important that anyone who tries to promote environmental education should understand the human being as a species with characters conferring adaptation to a pleistocenic environment, and that *Homo sapiens*—without significant evolutionary changes—left his original ecological niche.

The principal cultural problem that conservation is facing is that human action and planning is calibrated to a restricted and easily understandable meso-cosmos while the technology permits inestimable large-scale impacts. It is a trivial statement that humans were not made for a world with globalized environmental problems. “Evolution
provided human beings with a nervous system with perceptual constraints that make it hard to deal with slowly developing environmental problems” (Ehrlich & Ehrlich 2004), because it was not required for survival in the pleistocene African savanna.

Another instructive example that illustrates the evolutionary anachronisms modern humans are facing, is related to human food habits. The pleistocene humans evolved a permanent appetite to maximize food intake in order to be prepared for the next period of food shortage. Food scarcity was an ever existing selection factor while illness due to obesity was not. As food-shortage has been eliminated in most industrialized countries, over-weight has become one of the most important health problems. Humans are evolutionarily programmed to maximize resource use and individual or horde gains. People do not feel the need to restrict food intake, and they do not feel the need to manage natural resources in a sustainable way. They are programmed to eat and use as much as they can. This makes both nutrition and environmental education so difficult.

Fortunately, humans developed an intellectual flexibility to learn how to control or to rationally change certain attitudes and habits, if personal advantages are expected as outcomes. On the one hand, we can never rely on humans to have a natural feeling for sustainability, but, on the other hand, there is a potential for a process of ecological civilizing or maybe even a conscious cultural evolution (Ehrlich & Ehrlich 2004).

Perhaps the only logical strategy is that we make individuals and societies understand that they can earn a (a rather short-term) net gain. On a rational level, the cultural evolution has started development of the concept of biodiversity conservation. However, since the individual humans tend to prioritize their short-term well- (and better-) being, it is much easier to get a broad support for measures that enhance immediate economic growth than for activities that safeguard resources required by future generations.
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